Global Benefits and Compensation Roundtable Video-Webinar
Jointly Sponsored by the American Benefits Council and The Conference Board

Global Plan Governance and the Multinational Employer:
Identifying and Limiting Risk Exposure
Thursday, October 4, 2018, Noon - 1:15 p.m. (Eastern Time)
The American Benefits Council and The Conference Board Governance Center, joint sponsors of the
Global Benefits and Compensation Roundtable, are pleased to invite you to the next webinar
providing a forum for addressing current cross-border benefits and compensations topics.
Retirement plan/scheme risk exposure continues to grow in different countries around the world. The
multinational company is confronted by the challenges of how to: (i) identify area of risk in terms of
plans maintained by subsidiaries around the world; and then (ii) limiting risk exposure. A major
underlying consideration is the role of a multinational company’s global plan governance policy in
terms of both identifying and limiting this risk exposure.
This session will explain the core considerations in deciding upon a global plan governance
policy, identify emerging areas of risk and consider how a global governance structure can help in
limiting such risk. Among various topics, our panel of experts will discuss:






Global plan governance: Key aspects and considerations
Current and developing areas of risk for the multinational company
Audit risk
Core considerations in developing a global plan governance policy
Aon study of current trends and governance structures

PANELISTS:







Lynn Dudley, Senior Vice President, Global Retirement and Compensation Policy, American
Benefits Council (Co-Moderator)
Arthur Kohn, Partner, Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton LLP
Ann Longmore, Former Managing Director, Marsh FINPRO
Howard Pianko, Partner, Seyfarth Shaw LLP
Jim Tindale, Partner, Aon
Janet VanAlsten, Program Director, The Conference Board, Inc. (Co-Moderator)

For questions related to registration – If you have colleagues at your organization who would like to
participate in this session, but do not regularly receive Council materials, please contact Deanna Johnson,
senior director, membership, Mary Lindsay, executive assistant, or Sondra Williams, manager, member and
staff engagement, at (202) 289-6700.

The American Benefits Council is the national trade association for companies concerned about federal legislation and regulat ions affecting all aspects of the
employee benefits system. The Council's members represent the entire spectrum of the private employee benefits community and either sponsor directly or
administer retirement and health plans covering more than 100 million Americans.
Notice: the information contained herein is general in nature. It is not, and should not be construed as, accounting, consulting, legal or tax advice or opinion
provided by the American Benefits Council or any of its employees. As required by the IRS, we inform you that any information contained herein was not
intended or written to be used or referred to, and cannot be used or referred to (i) for the purpose of avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code, or
(ii) in promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein (and any attachment).
This e-mail may contain confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, please advise by return e-mail and delete immediately the email without
reading or forwarding to others.

